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League of legends roles explained

Most MOBA games are known for having a fairly high level of initial skill. League of Legends is no exception. Choosing the right playing role, as well as a proper understanding of a particular course of action, is vital for a successful team game. There are currently 148 champions; each has a specific game
style and build element, as well as strengths and weaknesses - which can be confusing even for an experienced player. Those who have played a couple of matches, as well as players with dozens of wins to their names, sometimes do not understand what is and are not suitable for a particular role. In
this article, we will try to give the structure of your vision of the game, divide the champions into groups based on their role in the match, and give you a better understanding of which hero can fill a specific position in the game. The contents of the stripe and position in the League of LegendsLeague
legends roles come from the structure of the map. While there are several game modes in the game, the main one is Summoner's Rift. It has three bands - top, middle and bottom - as well as a good number of jungle crawling camps. Each of them implies its own specifics in order to provide competitive
lanning - competing with an enemy champion of the same kind. Next in the article we are going to specify the positions of the League of Legends for each stripe, taking into account the nuances of the guidelines. What are lol roles? League of Legends has five major roles. All of them differ depending on
the desired gamestyle and specific functions on the map. Their strengths are shared in the following ways: Top and middle laners fight in 1x1 meetings (their name matches the name of the band of exploitation), ADC and Support meet the enemy in the bottom lane of Jungler - the remaining player -
explores the jungle and helps any band allies. You have to point out that sometimes you have to wait in line to play the right position. How to choose a LOL Champion Role Ranking in a particular role requires a deep understanding of its specifics. It's not the best idea to stick to one role at the beginning of
your journey lol. Traditional sports require aggregation of roles according to some specific skills and physical parameters (e.g., basketball or volleyball players' heights). The criteria in terms of games start with purchased techniques (for example, some work well on agriculture and others in strategic
thinking), as well as personal preferences. It is vital to try all the positions for yourself or at least learn the basics about them.  Champions are divided into roles in order to ensure a successful team match is achieved by covering weaknesses for each other. It is necessary to take into account the goal that
must be achieved when choosing a champion role. For example, if you like farm favourites, it's best to go to the ADC rather than Launre Top Goals top laquer breaks enemy lines in team duels and creates space for your team by splitting the push. Basically, this role is isolated from others: most fights are
1 vs. 1. Probably the only times when the top fights back-to-back with allies is the baron's battles and team duels at the end of the game. While that means you're not always going to get help when you need it, there are a few benefits to loneliness: You have the potential to get a lot of gold and experience
out of the lane. You will not be as vulnerable to attacks from the jungle as the middle laquer. Do not try to become the main source of damage to the opposing team. The responsibility of the top laner is to apply pressure on fragile enemy heroes (such as marksman or middle laquer) so they can escape
from you. And here's how victory is won: when your carrying stays in position and hurts while your enemy tries to get away from you. Choose an independent champion with good survivability. This is important for a successful split push that puts great pressure on the entire enemy team when properly
applied. The best champion types for this position are tank, bruise and split-pusher. It is worth choosing a hero with good crowd control and tankotism: coming out of the top lane, you will find yourself in a fight in the front lane. A smart champion for this role is, for example, Orn, Garen, Malfit or Darius.
There are many practical guides on how to rise as a top lucky. If you're wondering how to play on the top lane, check out a few tips from Cloud9's initial top laquer, Licorice. It covers aspects such as ward placement, winning tactics, the fittest spell summoner, etc. supports running in the background,
helping other roles. They don't score high homicide rates, but they still perform a critical function: promoting the allied game, particularly the ADC. While this may seem rather boring, the existence of performing support leads to a competitive advantage. This role covers champions of very different
gamestyles - from fragile healers and magicians to full tanks. Some are excellent shields, but generate little threat, while others have the power to exclusively kill ADC at a price without buffs or healing. For example, the wizard is a typical support: he heals, protects and strangles his teammates well.
Impressive performance is guaranteed in the lanning phase due to the ability to maintain wearables even from the far side. If you want to focus on destroying an enemy bot band, choose a champion with good bag ability. For example, Xerath can cause tons of high-radius damage. How to play supportDo
how the support tactics play depends heavily on a particular selected champion, the three main duties await you at summoners Rift:You always make sure your marksman is alive, with full health, and has stifling as many positive effects as possible. Healing, shielding, crowd control and taking a hit
yourself are potential ways to carry out a mission. Some champions - like Blitzcrank or Brand - even have the ability to go and kill bullies. Support is responsible for ensuring the vision of teammates. Improved Intel can become a defining competitive advantage in battles. Use any means to get as much
vision as you can before starting a team fight, and, at the same time, remember to clear enemy wards. It is a good strategy to prioritize the pursuit of an ADC enemy from an early game. Make sure their lives are miserable and they are so afraid of you that they are willing to give up. The first and final goals
are in a tight balance and quite difficult to accomplish both well. Fulfilling these duties does not mean that you should neglect the ward. Learn how to take a hit with tanks and methodically poke the enemy with healers. Gradually you will become a large shield and sword for your wearing. JunglerA jungler
is a champion who can successfully clear jungle camps, generate treatment presence on the map, and fight jungle foe. To successfully meet all these requirements, it is better to choose someone who is good in 1x1 encounters, has the ability to catch prey (crowd control or gap close), and is able to kill a
creeping jungle - using an interest attack, additional damage to a minion or a low mana worth the ability of an AOE. Jungler is a very mobile member of a team that can easily engage in battles to save its allies. They also often have good snowball capabilities and carry potential. In addition, the use of
jungle camps is one of the main priorities. The advantage here is that you do not need to share the resulting XP or gold. The Jungle is expected to have a good understanding of the game in order to assess where they can deliver better performance. Therefore, it is necessary to constantly monitor the
movements of the enemy, timers of the camps, the state of health of laners and much more. How to play JungleA is a good jungle tactic to defeat enemies to generate an invisible threat. Just hit enemies from behind. Observing their activity and guessing the next step will help you succeed. While it's not a
chess field, it will help many of you develop analytical skills. The GOSU voice assistant can be very helped here: it will contribute to adjusting the next step according to the current situation on summoners Rift.Don't hesitate to chase the enemy side on the map. Create an invasion: Try to enter enemy
camps or create gank on the bandwagon that your enemies are targeting. But be prepared for battle and do not act unreasonably. In addition to annoying opponents, be sure to pay attention to the Allies while running from camp to camp. Look for a place to help them, they are in the A good jungle can
greatly enhance the morale of a team that is essential to winning. If you're looking for any practical clues, check out Wirkai's guide to the jungle for the current season. The Mid LaneA mid lane League of Legends is a major focus of action throughout the game. It's the shortest route between the bases and
it's perfect for a jungle attack. Aside from 1 x 1 wrestling skills, good card awareness and long-term strategic thinking are important aspects of delivering impressive performance in this role. Because the lane is the center of the map, the middle laquer often helps allies in need. They help protect or accept
objects or simply engage in battles, while the jungle is grown away or occupied. While many champions are suited to the role, the most favourable qualities are: Having the opportunity to do consistent damage. It is vital to gain as much gold and experience as possible to increase power. Thus, choosing a
tank that can survive in the middle lane will not be enough. Having the ability to survive the jungle attacks of your enemy as well as kill the enemy strip. Jungle can sometimes ease, as he is a frequent guest here. Unlike ADC, the average laquer can usually have damage. Such a role is not always to win a
lane and push towers. The goal is to accumulate as many minion kills as possible. This leads to more power and ensuring that the enemy's average laser fights gold and experience. How to play Mid LaneA mid laner is an independent damage dealer. It could be: an AD (Zed) killer who will put a lot of
pressure on the enemy strip; AP Killer (Fizz or Ahri) or the more classic mage (Xerath, Syndra), which will clear the wave favorites after wave without letting anyone touch them. Midlan's characters tend to be a snowball. This means that if the enemy managed to kill you once, they would be able to
continue the trend. So you should always be aware of the position of the jungle enemy. Make sure you get as much farm as possible if you don't feel strong enough to kill the opponent lane. Since the middle laquer uses abilities very often, a jungle ally can give you a blue buff. Try not to make any reckless
moves with him, so as not to provide such a valuable gift to opponents. ADC LaneADC is a marksman champion who is focused on dealing with severe damage from the range. There are different types of ADC: those who focus on the one-time damage and force of critical strikes early, and those who rely
on shock effects and attack speed. The skill set may also vary. While some ADC are suitable for aggressive gameplay, others have the ability to escape and disrupt interactions. It is vital to have all the attributes of heavy AD carry when the late game begins. These attributes include high critical hit, good
attack speed, armor penetration, and probably some support. Correct Correct build makes it easier to get it all. In order to buy items, you will need a lot of gold - more than anyone else on your team. So farming and survivability at the beginning of the game should become your priority. Don't worry; You
don't have to deal with your enemies alone. The intended support is to look after you throughout the match. Keep in mind that your champion has very limited defensive ability. Always try to keep your health high and your spells escape ready. Such a role is a target for fools. Once power is accumulated,
marksman poses a significant threat to anyone on the way. Although you are reimbursed directly after you have been killed, your precious time is wasted rather than using it effectively – to generate gold and XP. ADC is considered a real treasure team because it is able to secure victory later in the game.
Team play is an important soft skill that can lead to impressive performance. This can be harder than it sounds: even if you personally know and trust your support, some fatal malpractice can occur. The challenge of playing a marksman is to balance movement and maximize ability as well as auto-skills. It
has a high impact on the overall ability of the team to finish enemies. So late play is performance time. For example, if you choose a champion such as Kog'Maw or Tristana, you're more likely to know the passive game at the beginning and light up at the end. LOL roles usually refer to specific League of
Legends lanes. The traditional classification of roles by champion type rarely changes. Currently it's like this:Top Lane: Tank/BruiserHow the top laner should be in the front lane in team duels, it means that rugged champions are your best bet. Sometimes when a bot stripe is won, you can switch seats
with ADC and support. They will push your tower and chase the enemy lane, while you just hold the position under the bot lane tower. However, ADC and support are better for bottom position at the beginning thanks to their ability to collaborate with jungler, making it easier to despize the dragon quickly.
Mid Lane: APC or AD Assassin The long strip is the center of the map. You can quickly move on to any goal or streak and have to fight the jungle enemy often. So the average laquer is usually an independent killer who wants to engage in battles, take down enemies to earn gold, and, more importantly,
experience. To go beyond the lane without losing the tower, the champion must clear the minion waves quickly. It's easy to miss recent hits and lose a potential gold gain if you don't leave the tower. AP carry is a great choice. However, a killer like Zed can also fill the gap through the snowball of nature
and independence from mana. Bot Lane may surprise you with unexpected champion choices, even completely Adc. However, usually playing too greedy - choosing a middle luckyr instead of supporting or switching an ADC with APC, for example, can lead to disaster: your team doesn't hurt enemy
tanks, or an enemy marksman can get out of hand. Jungle: JunglerParticular champions are played only in the jungle because of their high class mobility, fast jungle clear speed, and snowball potential. Most jungle professionals are pretty good at 1x1 combat. So the wrong hero selection can make you
easy prey. You can choose the middle or upper lacquer to try them in the jungle. However, be prepared for a weak map presence, low clear jungle speed and inability to provide enough threat to the enemy team. Get better with Gosu Voice AssistantTh is almost impossible to easily choose the most
suitable option from all league roles of Legends. You need to try all of them and understand which one corresponds to your personal preferences, as well as pay attention to this or that performance. The Gosu AI assistant can help you with the latter. It is capable of providing match analysis., which will
allow you to better look at your skills and choose a role where you show good potential. Once you've identified the overall direction, it's vital to evaluate. The best solution is to assess your strengths and weaknesses. It can be challenging enough to analyse your performance during a match by focusing on
gameplay. You can easily join Gosu by connecting your Steam account for free. Once connected, advanced technology is going to do it for you. If you are struggling with the gameplay itself, consider hiring a voice assistant. It helps you throughout the match and can help you improve aspects such as:
Choosing runes and summoner SpellsRunes and Summoner Spells highly affect overall performance. Wrong choices can lead to a losing battle or the whole game. Each role, like each champion, requires a unique approach in order to maximize efficiency and achieve the goals. A smart voice assistant will
advise the best choice and explain it. BuyItems items have a better match to current needs. In order not to waste valuable resources, use the help of third parties. A smart assistant will recommend a better subject, as well as a further course of action. Skills for trainingSelected a champion is challenging.
It's even harder to understand. Each has unique spells that can give you a significant competitive edge over your enemies once they are advanced. The voice assistant will guide you on what requires effort in the first place. GameplayMany's strategic players, even experienced players, find themselves in
a situation where they don't know what to do on the field. Voice assistant is a good coach who hints at the best course of action according to Situation. Successful team game game joint cooperation between each representative of the role. This requires not only good game skills, but also a deep
understanding of all the functions and goals of league roles of legends. They can be confusing in the beginning; However, you are going to become a professional after a while. Keep practicing! GOSU. AI practices! GOSU. Ai
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